PUBLIC COMMENTS
Materials submitted by members of the public. Content was not solicited, vetted, or approved by the Board of Trustees.
Board of Trustees
Public Comment Request Form
Anyone wishing to address the Board must arrive early and sign up with library staff at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting. Please note that forms must be submitted in person at the Board of Trustees meeting. Comments will be heard in the order in which requests are received.

*Name Regina Micham

*Agenda Item or Topic
Books

Group Represented (If applicable)

County of Residence Christian

Phone Number

Email

Do you have a Christian County Library Card yes

*Required Information

Updated April 2023
THE BARE NAKED BOOK

Book Summary:
Shows very young children various body parts and how different bodies can look nude.

Summary of Concerns:
This book contains non-sexual nudity; alternates gender ideologies

Easy Reader

By Kathy Stinson
ISBN: 978-1-77321-472-6

2/5 Teen Guidance
BookLooks Review Rating
Navels that go out, navels that go in,
with rings and things.
Where is your navel?

Figure 1
will slip into the big bath.

Figure 1
GENDER QUEER

Summary of Concerns:
This book contains obscene sexual activities and sexual nudity; alternate gender ideologies; and profanity.

Adult Graphic Novel

By Maia Kobabe
ISBN: 978-1-713-70105-7

CONTENT WARNING

Not For Minors
BookLookz Review Rating

Generated by BookLookz.org
This is the exact shot I'd been picturing.

But I can't feel anything. This was much hotter when it was only in my imagination.

Hey, Z...

Let's try something else.

Of course.
Veering toward Scylla seemed much the safer route. And after navigating the passage, I soon washed up, a bit stunned, on a new shore.

(From a recent one-woman protest against some visiting Christians)

Like Odysseus on the island of the Cyclops, I found myself facing a "beast of colossal strength and ferocity, to whom the law of man and God meant nothing."

In true heroic fashion, I moved toward the thing I feared.

Yet while Odysseus schemed desperately to escape Polyphemus's cave, I found that I was quite content to stay here forever.

Figure 4
Nonfiction - Memoir, Ages 12-17
Karina Manta captured the hearts of the world with her performance at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships. She also became the first female figure skater on Team USA to come out as queer. Karina’s memoir tackles the trials and tribulations of being an elite athlete, eating disorders, relationship issues and more. Karina fearlessly, and honestly, discusses her struggles with coming out (including coming to terms with her own sexuality), panic disorder, and body image issues.

Nonfiction - Informational, Ages 14-17
Queer behavior is completely natural and can be found throughout the animal kingdom. This title dives into research on same-sex sexual attraction between various animals such as ducks and geese, bottlenose dolphins, Japanese macaques, and bulls, as well as highlighting animals that change sex and engage in polyamorous relationships. Written with humor, this informative text is interspersed with comics of queer animals.

Anthology - Fiction, Ages 13+
In this diverse anthology, each short story by popular young adult authors corresponds with a different Zodiac sign to tell a unique romance, spanning genres and identities to celebrate all kinds of love.

Anthology - Science Fiction, Ages 13-17
The third and final entry in editor Saundra Mitchell’s queer short story anthology series features science fiction pieces from familiar and up-and-coming young adult authors, all of which center queer identities and relationships in fantastic and innovative sci-fi worlds.

hyena - they have a voice like a human, & the nature of A wolf,
a hideous laugh, ugly or disgusting to look at, a evil animal,
a wild beast, power of it's can crush bones, been known
to dig up graves & eat the dead.
Board of Trustees
Public Comment Request Form
Anyone wishing to address the Board must arrive early and sign up with library staff at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting. Please note that forms must be submitted in person at the Board of Trustees meeting. Comments will be heard in the order in which requests are received.

*Name  MIKE MILLER

*Agenda Item or Topic  Book Review This Book is Gay

Group Represented (If applicable)  

County of Residence  CHRISTIAN

Phone Number  

Email  

Do you have a Christian County Library Card  yes

*Required Information
Handout, Christian County Library Board and Director, July 25, 2023

Pg 17 "Most people choose option two- you can totally have sex with people who are the same gender as you and be ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ or ‘bi’. This is why a lot of forms (especially medical ones) you fill in may refer to ‘men who have sex with men,’ etc. You have very little choice about your sexual preference or gender, but you can decide whether to make it a lifestyle. This is option three: You get to be out and proud and open about your relationships or gender. Living with stress and secrets is stressful."

Pg 30, RORY (a girl) states “that she always liked to dress up and be the boy. At primary school everyone knew her as the girl who wanted to be a boy. Who wouldn’t want to be a boy? So that’s what she became.”

Pg 51 One of the best things about choosing to IDENTIFY as gay or bi is that you are already making your own rules. ...you're never too young to learn that the whole world is largely run and designed for straight, white, cis men, or “the patriarchy”). This pretty much means you are free to adopt whichever elements of gay or queer culture you see fit.

Pg 102 IF THEY COME AT YOU WITH “IT’S IN THE BIBLE!” ...Point out that the text was written thousands of years ago. Times have changed. The messages are still somewhat applicable, but we have to adapt them for modern living. Also point out that ALL of the above extracts are out of context, and at the end of the day, they are stories, no laws (even the Apostle Paul decreed this). Contexts change. The Bible repeatedly refers to going after taxmen- who at the time were crooked. You don’t hear about Christians chasing after the IRS with flaming torches, do you? Also, lady lovers, as the problem all stems from “sodomy,” lesbians are automatically off the hook anyway! Whoop! Finally, in the New Testament, based on the teachings of Jesus, Jesus said precisely NOTHING on the subject. ...Personally, I think Jesus, had he lived today, would be at every Pride march.

Pg 156 How sex apps work: 1. Upload a tiny pic of yourself to the app. 2. The app works out your location. 3. The app tells you who the nearest homosexuals are. 4. You then chat to them. 5. Because they are near, it is easy to meet up with them.

Pg 171 "Here is a diagram of a boy. If you are also a boy, you are probably aware of which parts FEEL NICE when you touch them, but here’s a rough guide. The lips: Sex should always start with a kiss. Initially, you might not go any further than a kiss, in fact. Kissing is as intimate as sex, and if you’re not comfortable going further than a kiss, a good partner will respect this and wait. Nipples: A lot of guys like having their nipples played with- they are mega sensitive. Testicles: Also to be treated with loving care. But: Up you burn you have a prostate gland which feels nice when massaged. The anus is also sensitive and responds to being played with. Neck/ears: These sensitive areas love being kissed and licked. Skint: Any part of your body will respond to being stroked and kissed. Penis: If you are a guy, you’ll already know that even a gentle breeze can be enough to inspire a stiffy in this super-sensitive organ. But keep in mind that sex doesn’t begin and end with your dick. Be creative." The illustration on this page depicts a cartoonish man in full-frontal pose completely nude with arrows pointing to each area described in the above citation.

Pg 173 Doing the Sex Two men can pleasure each other in a variety of fun ways. 1. Handles: Perhaps the most important skill you will master as a gay or bi man is the timeless classic, the hand job. The good news is, you can practice on yourself. The bad news is, each guy has become very used to his own way of getting himself off. …Something they don’t teach you in school is that, in order to be able to cum at all, you or your partner may need to finish off with a handle. A lot of people find it hard to cum through
other types of sex. ...A GOOD HANDIE is all about the wrist action. Rub the head of his cock back and forth with your hand. Try different speeds and pressures until he responds positively. A BAD HANDIE is grasping a penis and shaking it like a ketchup bottle. Finally, my misunderstanding about rubbing two peens together wasn’t far off the mark—rubbing them together in one hand feels awesome—MEGA COMBOHANDIE ...2. Blowis: Oral sex is popping another dude’s peen in your mouth, or, Indeed, popping yours in his. There is only one hard and fast rule when it comes to blow jobs—WATCH THE TEETH. Lips and tongue, yes; teeth, NO. As with hand jobs and breakfast eggs, all men like their blow jobs served in different ways. The term “blow job” is massively misleading, as you won’t actually be blowing on his penis—it’s more about sucking (although I stress you’re not trying to suck his kidneys out through his urethra). It’s more about sliding your mouth up and down the shaft of his cock. Letting a guy cum in your mouth is a safe sex no-no.

...Well, In the absence of a vagina, gay and bi men make excellent use of the back door. Wanna know a secret? Straight people have anal sex all the time too.

Pg 178-179 Girl-on-Girl Sex Here is a diagram of a woman. if

1. Fingers: Far more effective than a penis in many ways, a hand can do the job of five penises. When gay women refer to having sex, this is usually what they mean. Lesbians can stimulate the clitoris and vagina and bring their partner to orgasm with their fingers; sometimes both partners can do this simultaneously.

2. Oral: That clitoris really does like being licked and kissed. Again, girls can take it in turns to perform oral sex or, if feeling adventurous, they can perform it at the same time.

3. Toys and strap-ons: Some women like these; some don’t. Much has been written about why gay women would seek to play with a replacement peniis, but I say who the heck cares—if it feels nice, go for it! Moreover, a man is more than a penis—just because a woman wants something a bit penis-shaped doesn’t mean she fancies broad-shouldered, beady, no-boobed men. Toys, dildos, vibrators, and strap-ons all fulfill the same purpose—a prosthesis to insert into the vagina. As with gay men, one woman isn’t the ‘man’. Two women having same-sex sex are both (yup) women! Don’t Take it From Me Clearly, I am not a gay woman and, as

Let’s talk about dildos: I think a lot of people assume that where there is no peniis, a desperate sexual void is created, out of which something dick shaped must ultimately

On reflection, I don’t think girl-on-girl sex is any different to any other type of sex. If you just listen to what your body wants, what turns you on, and are never ashamed to ask for it, and if you experiment wherever possible, explore every corner of your desire, even if you only do it once, then you’ll learn what you love and what you don’t want and, voila, you’ll be enjoying sexy sex in no time!
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Anyone wishing to address the Board must arrive early and sign up with library staff at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting. Please note that forms must be submitted in person at the Board of Trustees meeting. Comments will be heard in the order in which requests are received.

*Name  Holly C. Gross

*Agenda Item or Topic  Support for library

Group Represented (If applicable) 
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Phone Number 

Email  

Do you have a Christian County Library Card  Yes
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*Name: Gretchen Garnity

*Agenda Item or Topic: ALA

Group Represented (If applicable)

County of Residence: Christian

Phone Number:

Email:

Do you have a Christian County Library Card: Yes

*Required Information

Updated April 2023
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Public Comment Request Form
Anyone wishing to address the Board must arrive early and sign up with library staff at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting. Please note that forms must be submitted in person at the Board of Trustees meeting. Comments will be heard in the order in which requests are received.

*Name

Elizabeth Dudash-Bushurk

*Agenda Item or Topic

A policy

Group Represented (If applicable)

County of Residence

Christian

Phone Number

Email

Do you have a Christian County Library Card
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Anyone wishing to address the Board must arrive early and sign up with library staff at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting. Please note that forms must be submitted in person at the Board of Trustees meeting. Comments will be heard in the order in which requests are received.

*Name MIKE ROGERS

*Agenda Item or Topic KIDS BOOKS

Group Represented (If applicable) SELF

County of Residence CHRISTIAN

Phone Number __________________________

Email __________________________

Do you have a Christian County Library Card No
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*Name Aileena Keen

*Agenda Item or Topic
Book rating

Group Represented (If applicable)

County of Residence Christian

Phone Number

Email

Do you have a Christian County Library Card YES
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